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Favor Box Project Sheet & Instructions:
Time to complete: Approximately 20 minutes
Technique: Scoring with Simply Scored Scoring Tool (#122334)

Stamp Sets used in sample: Pennant Parade (#122742)
Ink: Cherry Cobbler (#126996)
Paper: Very Vanilla (101650), Be of Good Cheer Designer Series Paper
(#126896), Crumb Cake (#120953)
Tools and Accessories:
Simply Scored Scoring Tool (#122334), Ticket Duo Builder Punch
(#126883), Scallop Edge Border Punch (#119882), Gumball Green
Sweater Trim (#127838), Linen Thread (#104119), Sticky Strip
(#104294)
Directions:
1. Score a piece of Crumb Cake Card Stock (8-1/2 x 11) using your
Simply Scored Tool. The paper should be oriented with the 11”
side along the top of the Simply Scored base. Score at 1”, 4#,
6”, and 9”.

1. Turn the paper 90 degrees so the 8-1/2” side is along the top of
the tool and score at 2”.
2. Use the Scallop Edge Border Punch along the top edge which is
the unscored 8-1/2” side of the paper.
3. Use your bone folder to fold and crease all scored lines and snip
off the 1 x 2” piece at the bottom.
4. Add sticky strip to the 1” tab, fold the box and tuck the 1” strip
under to seal the box.

5. Fold the bottom tabs in and seal with the sticky strip or glue to
form your box bottom.

6. Decorate the front with a piece of Designer Series Paper cut 3 x
6”. Attach with snail. Attach a piece of coordinating DSP 1-1/2 x

3” along the top of the first piece. Wrap some sweater trim,
yarn or ribbon of your choice around the box where the two
papers meet. Tie a bow to secure.
7. Cut out 2 sets of tags with the Ticket Duo Builder Punch from
Very Vanilla, stamp your sentiment ( I used the Merry from
Pennant Parade with Cherry Cobbler Ink). Punch a small hole and
attach them to the sweater trim with linen thread.
8. Fill with your gift, cookies or treats! Enjoy!
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